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Abstract

We present a deep reinforcement learning method of pro-

gressive view inpainting for 3D point scene completion un-

der volume guidance, achieving high-quality scene recon-

struction from only a single depth image with severe oc-

clusion. Our approach is end-to-end, consisting of three

modules: 3D scene volume reconstruction, 2D depth map

inpainting, and multi-view selection for completion. Given

a single depth image, our method first goes through the 3D

volume branch to obtain a volumetric scene reconstruction

as a guide to the next view inpainting step, which attempts

to make up the missing information; the third step involves

projecting the volume under the same view of the input, con-

catenating them to complete the current view depth, and in-

tegrating all depth into the point cloud. Since the occluded

areas are unavailable, we resort to a deep Q-Network to

glance around and pick the next best view for large hole

completion progressively until a scene is adequately recon-

structed while guaranteeing validity. All steps are learned

jointly to achieve robust and consistent results. We perform

qualitative and quantitative evaluations with extensive ex-

periments on the SUNCG data, obtaining better results than

the state of the art.

1. Introduction

Recovering missing information in occluded regions of a

3D scene from a single depth image is a very active research

area of late [36, 56, 12, 23, 9, 47]. This is due to its impor-

tance in robotics and vision tasks such as indoor navigation,

surveillance, and augmented reality. Although this problem

is mild in human vision system, it becomes severe in ma-

chine vision because of the sheer imbalance between input

and output information. One class of popular approaches

[32, 2, 13, 11] to this problem is based on classify-and-

search: pixels of the depth map are classified into several

semantic object regions, which are mapped to most simi-

(a) depth (b) visible surface

(c) output: two views

Figure 1. Surface-generated Scene Completion. (a) A single-view

depth map as input; (b) Visible surface from the depth map, which

is represented as the point cloud. In our paper, the color of depth

and point cloud is for visualization only; (c) Our scene comple-

tion results: directly recovering the missing points of the occluded

regions. Here we choose two views for a better display.

lar 3D ones in a prepared dataset to construct a fully 3D

scene. Owing to the limited capacity of the database, re-

sults from classify-and-search are often far away from the

ground truth. By transforming the depth map into an in-

complete point cloud, Song et al. [36] recently presented

the first end-to-end deep network to map it to a fully vox-

elized scene, while simultaneously outputting the class la-

bels each voxel belongs to. The availability of volumetric

representations makes it possible to leverage 3D convolu-

tional neural networks (3DCNN) to effectively capture the

global contextual information, however, starting with an in-

complete point cloud results in loss of input information and

consequently low-resolution outputs. Several recent works

[23, 12, 9, 47] attempt to compensate the lost information

by extracting features from the 2D input domain in parallel
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and feeding them to the 3DCNN stream. To our best knowl-

edge, no work has been done on addressing the second issue

of improving output quality.

Taking an incomplete depth map as input, in this work

we advocate the approach of straightforwardly reconstruct-

ing 3D points to fill missing region and achieve high-

resolution completion (Figure 1). To this end, we propose to

carry out completion on multi-view depth maps in an iter-

ative fashion until all holes are filled, with each iteration

focusing on one viewpoint. At each iteration/viewpoint,

we render a depth image relative to the current view and

fill the produced holes using 2D inpainting. The recov-

ered pixels are re-projected to 3D points and used for the

next iteration. Our approach has two issues: First, differ-

ent choices of sequences of viewpoints strongly affect the

quality of final results because given a partial point cloud,

different visible contexts captured from myriad perspectives

present various levels of difficulties in the completion task,

producing diverse prediction accuracies; moreover, select-

ing a larger number of views for the sake of easier inpaint-

ing to fill smaller holes in each iteration will lead to error

accumulation in the end. Thus we need a policy to deter-

mine the next best view as well as the appropriate num-

ber of selected viewpoints. Second, although existing deep

learning based approaches [28, 16, 20] show excellent per-

formance for image completion, directly applying them to

depth maps across different viewpoints usually yields in-

accurate and inconsistent reconstructions. The reason is

because of lack of global context understanding. To ad-

dress the first issue, we employ a reinforcement learning

optimization strategy for view path planning. In particular,

the current state is defined as the updated point cloud after

the previous iteration and the action space is spanned by a

set of pre-sampled viewpoints chosen to maximize 3D con-

tent recovery. The policy that maps the current state to the

next action is approximated by a multi-view convolutional

neural network (MVCNN) [38] for classification. The sec-

ond issue is handled by a volume-guided view completion

deepnet. It combines one 2D inpainting network [20] and

another 3D completion network [36] to form a joint learn-

ing machine. In it low-resolution volumetric results of the

3D net are projected and concatenated to inputs of the 2D

net, lending better global context information to depth map

inpainting. At the same time, losses from the 2D net are

back-propagated to the 3D stream to benefit its optimiza-

tion and further help improve the quality of 2D outputs. As

demonstrated in our experimental results, the proposed joint

learning machine significantly outperforms existing meth-

ods quantitatively and qualitatively.

In summary, our contributions are

• The first surface-generated algorithm for 3D scene

completion from a single depth image by directly gen-

erating the missing points.

• A novel deep reinforcement learning strategy for de-

termining the optimal sequence of viewpoints for pro-

gressive scene completion.

• A volume-guided view inpainting network that not

only produces high-resolution outputs but also makes

full use of the global context.

2. Related Works

Many prior works are related to scene completion. The

literature review is conducted in the following aspects.

Geometry Completion Geometry completion has a long

history in 3D processing, known for cleaning up broken sin-

gle objects or incomplete scenes. Small holes can be filled

by primitives fitting[31, 19], smoothness minimization[37,

58, 17], or structures analysis[25, 35, 39]. These methods

however seriously depend on prior knowledge. Template or

part based approaches can successfully recover the underly-

ing structures of a partial input by retrieving the most simi-

lar shape from a database, matching with the input, deform-

ing disparate parts and assembling them[34, 18, 30, 39].

However, these methods require manually segmented data,

and tend to fail when the input does not match well with the

template due to the limited capacity of the database. Re-

cently, deep learning based methods have gained much at-

tentions for shape completion[30, 42, 33, 45, 5, 14], while

scene completion from sparse observed views remains chal-

lenging due to large-scale data loss in occluded regions.

Song et al.[36] first propose an end-to-end network based

on 3DCNNs, named SSCNet, which takes a single depth

image as input and simultaneously outputs occupancy and

semantic labels for all voxels in the camera view frustum.

ScanComplete[6] extends it to handle larger scenes with

varying spatial extent. Wang et al.[47] combine it with an

adversarial mechanism to make the results more plausible.

Zhang et al.[56] apply a dense CRF model followed with

SSCNet to further increase the accuracy. In order to exploit

the information of input images, Garbade et al.[9] adopt a

two stream neural network, leveraging both depth informa-

tion and semantic context features extracted from the RGB

images. Guo et al.[12] present a view-volume CNN which

extracts detailed geometric features from the 2D depth im-

age and projects them into a 3D volume to assist completed

scene inference. However, all these works based on the vol-

umetric representation result in low-resolution outputs. In

this paper, we directly predict point cloud to achieve high-

resolution completion by conducting inpainting on multi-

view depth images.

Depth Inpainting Similar to geometry completion, re-

searchers have employed various priors or optimized mod-

els to complete a depth image[15, 21, 27, 41, 3, 22, 51, 55].

The patch-based image synthesis idea is also applied[7, 10].

Recently, significant progresses have been achieved in im-
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Figure 2. The pipeline of our method. Given a single depth image D0, we convert it to a point cloud P , here shown in two different views.

DQN is used to seek the next-best-view, under which the point cloud is projected to a new depth image D1, causing holes. In parallel, the

P is also completed in volumetric space by SSCNet, resulting in V . Under the view of D1, V is projected and guide the inpainting of D1

with a 2DCNN network. Repeating this process several times, we can achieve the final high-quality scene completion.

age or video inpainting field with deep convolutional net-

works and generative adversarial networks (GANs) for reg-

ular or free-form holes[16, 20, 54, 59, 46]. Zhang et al.[57]

imitate them with a deep end-to-end model for depth in-

painting. Compared with inpainting task on colorful im-

ages, recovering missing information from a single depth

map is more challenging due to the absence of strong con-

text features in depth maps. To address it, an additional 3D

global context is provided in our paper, guiding the inpaint-

ing on diverse views to reach more accurate and consistent

output.

View Path Planing Projecting a scene or an object to

the image plane will severely cause information loss be-

cause of self-occusions. A straightforward solution is uti-

lizing dense views for making up[38, 29, 40], yet it will

lead to heavy computation cost. Choy et al.[4] propose a

3D recurrent neural networks to integrate information from

multi-views which decreases the number of views to five or

less. Even so, how many views are sufficient for comple-

tion and which views are better to provide the most infor-

mative features, are still open questions. Optimal view path

planning, as the problem to predict next best view from cur-

rent state, has been studied in recent years. It plays critical

roles for scene reconstruction as well as environment navi-

gation in autonomous robotics system[24, 1, 60, 49]. Most

recently, this problem is also explored in the area of object-

level shape reconstruction[52]. A learning framework is de-

signed in [50], by exploiting the spatial and temporal struc-

ture of the sequential observations, to predict a view se-

quence for groundtruth fitting. Our work explores the ap-

proaches of view path planning for scene completion. We

propose to train a Deep Q-Network (DQN)[26] to choose

the best view sequence in a reinforcement learning frame-

work.

3. Algorithm

Overview

Taking a depth image D0 as input, we first convert it to

a point cloud P0, which suffers from severe data loss. Our

goal is to generate 3D points to complete P0. The main

thrust of our proposed algorithm is to represent the incom-

plete point cloud as multi-view depth maps and perform

2D inpainting tasks on them. To take full advantage of the

context information, we execute these inpainting operations

view by view in an accumulative way, with inferred points

for the current viewpoint kept and used to help inpainting

of the next viewpoint. Assume D0 is rendered from P0 un-

der viewpoint v0, we start our completion procedure with a

new view v1 and render P0 under v1 to obtain a new depth

map D1, which potentially has many holes. We fill these

holes in D1 with 2D inpainting, turning D1 to D̂1. The in-

ferred depth pixels in D̂1 are then converted to 3D points

and aggregated with P0 to output a denser point cloud P1.

This procedure is repeated for a sequence of new viewpoints

v2, v3, ..., vn, yielding point clouds P2, P3, ..., Pn, with Pn

being our final output. Figure 2 depicts the overall pipeline

of our proposed algorithm. Since Pn depends on the view

path v2, v3, ..., vn, we describe in section 3.2 a deep rein-

forcement learning framework to seek the best view path.

Before that, we introduce our solution to another critical

problem of 2D inpainting, i.e., transforming Di to D̂i, in

section 3.1 first.

3.1. Volumeguided View Inpainting

Deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has been

widely utilized to effectively extract context features for im-

age inpainting tasks, achieving excellent performance. Al-

though it can be directly applied to each viewpoint indepen-

dently, this simplistic approach will lead to inconsistencies

across views because of lack of global context understand-

ings. We propose a volume-guided view inpainting frame-

work by first conducting completion in the voxel space, con-

verting P0’s volumetric occupancy grid V to its completed

version V c. Denote the projected depth map from V c to the

view vi as Dc
i . Our inpainting of the ith view takes both Di
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and Dc
i as input and outputs D̂i. As shown in Figure 2, this

is implemented using a three-module neural network archi-

tecture consisting of a volume completion network, a depth

inpainting network, and a differentiate projection layer con-

necting them. The details of each module and our training

strategy are described below.

Volume Completion We employ SSCNet proposed in [36]

to map V to V c for volume completion. SSCNet predicts

not only volumetric occupancy but also the semantic labels

for each voxel. Such a multi-task learning scheme helps us

better capture object-aware context features and contributes

to higher accuracy. The readers are referred to [36] for

details on how to set up this network architecture. We train

the network as a voxel-wise binary classification task and

take the output 3D probability map as V c. The resolution

of input is 240× 144× 240, and the output is 60× 36× 60.

Depth Inpainting In our work, the depth map is rendered

as a 512 × 512 grayscale image. Among various existing

approaches, the method of [20] is chosen to handle our

case with holes of irregular shapes. Specifically, Di and

Dc
i are first concatenated to form a map with 2 channels.

The resulting map is then fed into a U-Net structure imple-

mented with a masked and re-normalized convolution oper-

ation (also called partial convolution), followed by an auto-

matic mask-updating step. The output is also in 512× 512.

We refer the readers to [20] for details of the architecture

settings and the design of loss functions.

Projection Layer As validated in our experiments de-

scribed in 4.2, the projection of V c greatly benefits inpaint-

ing of 2D depth maps. We further exploit the benefit of

2D inpainting to volume completion by propagating the 2D

loss back to optimize the parameters of 3D CNNs. Doing

so requires a differentiable projection layer. There are two

options for the implementation of this layer: the technique

proposed in [43] and the homography warping method in

[53]. The first one is chosen for a more accurate projec-

tion. Thus, we connect V c and Dc
i using this layer. For

the sake of notational convenience, we use V to represent

V c and D to represent Dc
i . Specifically, for each pixel x in

D, we launch a ray that starts from the viewpoint vi, passes

through x, and intersects a sequence of voxels in V , noted

as l1, l2, ..., lNx
. We denote the value of the kth voxel in V

as Vk, which represents the probability of this voxel being

empty. Then, we define the depth value of this pixel x as

D(x) =

Nx∑

k=1

P x
k dk (1)

where dk is the distance from the viewpoint to voxel lk and

P x
k the probability of the ray corresponding to x first meets

the lk voxel

P x
k = (1− Vk)

k−1∏

j=1

Vj , k = 1, 2, ..., Nx (2)

CNN

View
Pooling

CNN

CNN

CNN

Point Cloud Qvalue

512 256

1

20

20

Depth

Figure 3. The architecture of our DQN. For a point cloud state,

MVCNN is used to predict the best view for the next inpainting.

The derivative of D(x) with respect to Vk can be calculated

as

∂D(x)

∂Vk
=

Nx∑

i=k

(di+1 − di)
∏

1≤t≤i,t 6=k

Vt. (3)

This guarantees back propagation of the projection layer. In

order to speed up implementation, the processing of all rays

are implemented in parallel via GPUs.

Joint Training Because our network consists of three sub-

networks, we divide the entire training process into three

stages to guarantee convergence: 1) The 3D convolution

network is trained independently for scene completion; 2)

With fixed parameters of the 3D convolution network, we

train the 2D convolution network for depth image inpaintng

under the guidance of 3D models; 3) We train the entire net-

work jointly and fine tune it with all the parameters freed in

2D and 3D convolution networks.

The training data are generated based on the SUNCG

synthetic scene dataset provided in [36]. We first create

N depth images by rendering randomly selected scenes un-

der randomly picked camera viewpoints. Each depth image

D is then converted to a point cloud P . Assuming D is

the projection of P under the viewpoint v, we project P to

m depth maps from m randomly sampled views near v to

avoid causing large holes and to ensure that sufficient con-

textual information is available in the learning process.

3.2. Progressive Scene Completion

Given an incomplete point cloud P0 that is converted

from D0 with respect to view v0, we describe in this

subsection how to obtain the optimal next view sequence

v1, v2, ..., vn. The problem is defined as a Markov decision

process (MDP) consisting of state, action, reward, and an

agent which takes actions during the process. The agent

inputs the current state, outputs the corresponding optimal

action, and receives the most reward from the environment.

We train our agent using DQN [26], an algorithm of deep re-

inforcement learning. The definition of the proposed MDP

and the training procedure are given below.

State We define the state as the updated point cloud at each

iteration, with the initial state being P0. As the iteration
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continues, the state for performing completion on the ith
view is Pi−1, which is accumulated from all previous itera-

tion updates.

Action Space The action at the ith iteration is to deter-

mine the next best view vi. To ease the training process

and support the use of DQN, we evenly sample a set of

scene-centric camera views to form a discrete action space.

Specifically, we first place P0 in its bounding sphere and

keep it upright. Then, two circle paths are created for both

the equatorial and 45-degree latitude line. In our experi-

ments, 20 camera views are uniformly selected on these

two paths, 10 per circle. All views are facing to the cen-

ter of the bounding sphere. We fixed these views for all

training samples. The set of 20 views is denoted as C =
{c1, c2, ..., c20}.

Reward An reward function is commonly unitized to eval-

uate the result for an action executed by the agent. In our

work, at the ith iteration, the input is an incomplete depth

map Di rendered from Pi−1 under view vi chosen in the ac-

tion space C. The result of the agent action is an inpainted

depth image D̂i. Hence the accuracy of this inpainting op-

eration can be used as the primary rewarding strategy. It can

be measured by the mean error of the pixels inside the holes

between D̂i and its ground truth Dgt
i . All the ground truth

depth maps are pre-rendered from SUNCG dataset. Thus

we define the award function as

Racc
i = −

1

|Ω|
L1
Ω(D̂i, D

gt
i ), (4)

where L1 denotes the L1 loss, Ω the set of pixels inside the

holes, and |Ω| the number of pixels inside Ω.

If we only use the above reward function Racc
i , the agent

tends to change the viewpoint slightly in each action cycle,

since doing this results in small holes. However, this in-

curs higher computational cost while accumulating errors.

We thus introduce a new reward term to encourage infer-

ring more missing points at each step. This is implemented

by measuring the percentage of filled original holes. To

do so, we need to calculate the area of missing regions in

an incomplete point cloud P , which is not trivial in a 3D

space. Therefore, we project P under all camera views to

the action space C and count the number of pixels inside the

generated holes in each rendered image. The sum of these

numbers is denoted as Areah(P ) for measuring the area.

We thus define the new reward term as

Rhole
i =

Areah(Pi−1)−Areah(Pi)

Areah(P0)
− 1 (5)

to avoid the agent from choosing the same action as in pre-

vious steps. We further define a termination criterion to stop

view path search by Areah(Pi)/Areah(P0) < 5%, which

means that all missing points of P0 have been nearly recov-

ered. We set the reward for terminal to zero.

Input & GT DepInw/oVG DepInw/oPBP Ours

Figure 4. Comparisons on variants of depth inpainting network.

Given incompleted depth images, we show results of our proposed

method w/o volume-guidance, w/o projection back-propagation

and also ours, compared with the groundtruth. Both the inpainted

map and its error map are shown.

Therefore, our final reward function is

Rtotal
i = wRacc

i + (1− w)Rhole
i , (6)

where w is a fractional weight that balances the two reward

terms.

DQN Training Our DQN is built upon MVCNN[38]. It

takes mutil-view depth maps projected from Pi−1 as inputs

and outputs the Q-value of different actions. The whole

network is trained to approximate the action-value function

Q(Pi−1, vi), which is the expected reward that the agent

receives when taking action vi at state Pi−1.

To ensure stability of the learning process, we introduce

a target network separated from the architecture of [26],

whose loss function for training DQN is

Loss(θ) = E[(r+γmax
vi+1

Q(Pi, vi+1; θ
′)−Q(Pi−1, vi; θ))

2].

(7)

where r is the reward, γ a discount factor, and θ′ the

parameters of the target network. For effective learn-

ing, we create an experience replay buffer to reduce the

correlation between data. The buffer stores the tuples

(Pi−1, vi, r, Pi) proceeded with the episode. We also em-

ploy the technique of [44] to remove upward bias caused by

maxvi+1
Q(Pi, vi+1; θ

′) and change the loss function to

Lour = E[(r + γQ(Pi, argmax
vi+1

Q(Pi, vi+1; θ); θ
′)

−Q(Pi−1, vi; θ))
2].

(8)

Combining with the dueling DQN structure [48], our net-

work structure is shown in Figure 3. At state Pi−1, we
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render at all viewpoints c1, c2, ..., c20 in the action space

C in 224× 224 resolution and get the corresponding multi-

view depth maps D1
i , D

2
i , ..., D

20
i . These depth maps are

then sent to the same CNN as inputs. After a view pooling

layer and a fully-connected layer, we obtain a 512-D vector,

which is split evenly into two parts to learn the advantage

function A(v, P ) and the state value function V (P ) [48].

Finally, after combining the results of the two functions, we

have our final result, which is a 20-D Q-values based on the

action space C. We use an ǫ-greedy policy to choose ac-

tion vi for state Pi−1, i.e., a random action with probability

1− ǫ or an action that maximizes the Q-values with proba-

bility ǫ. In the end, we reach the decision on depth map Di

for inpainting.

The training data are also generated from SUNCG. We

use the same N depth images as in section 3.1. We also

choose the action space C to generate new data. The ground

truth depth maps, which are used in the reward calculation,

are generated in the same viewpoint from the action space

C.

4. Experimental Results

Dataset The dataset we used to train our 2DCNN and

DQN is generated from SUNCG [36]. Specifically, for

2DCNN, we set N = 3, 000 and m = 10 and get 30, 000
depth maps. We further remove the maps whose camera

views are occluded by doors or walls. Then, 3, 000 of them

are took for testing and the rest is used for training. For

DQN, we set N = 2, 500 with 2300 for the training episode

and 200 for the testing.

Implementation Details Our network architecture is

implemented in PyTorch. The provided pre-trained model

of SSCNet [36] is used to initialize parameters of our

3DCNN part. It takes 30 hours to train inpainting net-

work on our training dataset and 20 hours to fine-tune the

whole network after the addition of projection layer. Dur-

ing DQN training process, we first use 200 episodes to fill

experience replay buffer. In each episode, the DQN chooses

the action randomly in each iteration step, and store the tu-

ple (Pi−1, vi, r, Pi) in the buffer. After those episodes be-

ing pre-trained, the network begins to learn by randomly

sampled batches in buffers for each step during different

episodes. The buffer can store 5, 000 tuples and the batch

size is set to 16. The weight w for reward calculation is

set as 0.7 and the discount factor γ is set to 0.9, while ǫ
decreases from 0.9 to 0.2 over 10, 000 steps and then be

fixed to 0.2. Training DQN takes 3 days and running our

complete algorithm once takes about 60s which adopts five

view points on average.

4.1. Comparisons Against StateoftheArts

In this part, we evaluate our proposed method against

SSCNet [36] and ScanComplete [6], which are the most

popular approaches in this area. Based on SSCNet, there

although exists many incremental works such as [47] and

[12], they all produce volumetric outputs in the same reso-

lution as SSCNet. Regarding neither the code nor the pre-

trained model of these methods is public, we propose to

compare our result with the corresponding 3D groundtruth

volume, whose output accuracy can be treated as the upper

bound of all existing volume-based scene completion meth-

ods. We denote this method as V olume−GT1. For evalua-

tion, we first render the volume obtained from SSCNet and

the volume gt to several depth maps under the same view-

points as our method. We then convert these depth maps to

point cloud. Note that, the method of [6] is also built upon

SSCNet, but can output higher resolution volume. The ac-

curacy of the groundtruth volume in that resolution, denoted

as V olume−GT2, is also reported.

Quantitative Comparisons The Chamfer Distance

(CD) [8] is used as one of our metrics for evaluate the ac-

curacy of our generated point set P , compared with the

goundtruth point cloud PGT . Similar to [8], we also use

another completeness metric to evaluate how complete of

the generated result. We define it as:

Cr(P, PGT ) =
|{d(x, P ) < r|x ∈ PGT }|

|{y|y ∈ PGT }|
(9)

where d(x, P ) denotes the distance from a point x to a

point set P , |·| denotes the number of the elements in the

set, and r means the distance threshold. In our exper-

iments, we report the completeness w.r.t five different r
(0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.10 are used). The results are re-

ported in Tab 1. As seen, our approach significantly out-

performs all the others. This also validates that the using of

volumetric representation greatly reduces the quality of the

outputs.

Qualitative Comparisons The visual comparisons of

these methods are shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that,

the generated point cloud from SSCNet is of no surface de-

tails. Although our method shows more errors than volume-

gt in some local regions, it overall produces more accurate

results. This can be validated in Tab 1. In addition, by con-

ducting completion in multiple views, our approach also re-

covers more missing points, showing better completeness

as validated in Tab 1.

4.2. Ablation Studies

To ensure the effectiveness of several key components of

our system, we do some control experiments by removing

each component.

On Depth Inpainting Firstly, to evaluate the efficacy

of the volume guidance, we propose two variants of our

method: 1) we train a 2D inpainting network directly with-

out projecting volume as guidance, which is denoted as
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Input & GT SSCNet VolumeGT Ours

Figure 5. Comparisons against the state-of-the-arts. Given different inputs and the referenced groundtruth, we show the completion results

of three methods, with the corresponding point cloud error maps below, and zoom-in areas beside. More blue more accurate.

Table 1. Quantitative comparisons of our method against existing methods and its variants. The CD metric and the completeness metric

(w.r.t different thresholds) are used. V olume − GT1 has same resolution with SSCNet, V olume − GT2 has same resolution with

ScanComplete.
SSCNet V olume−GT1 ScanComplete V olume−GT2 U5 U10 DQNw/o−hole Ours

CD 0.5162 0.5140 0.2193 0.2058 0.1642 0.1841 0.1495 0.1148

Cr=0.02(%) 14.61 13.28 34.46 31.18 79.18 80.17 79.22 79.26

Cr=0.04(%) 30.10 32.23 58.83 61.11 83.33 84.15 83.50 83.68

Cr=0.06(%) 52.82 50.14 74.60 74.88 85.81 86.56 86.02 86.28

Cr=0.08(%) 71.24 72.33 79.59 81.04 87.66 88.33 87.81 88.20

Cr=0.10(%) 78.23 78.96 81.01 81.61 89.06 89.70 89.24 89.68

DepInw/oV G; 2) we train the volume guided 2D inpaint-

ing network without projection back-propagation, which is

denoted as DepInw/oPBP . We use the metrics of L1
Ω,

PSNR and SSIM for the comparisons. The quantitative

results are reported in Tab 2 and the visual comparisons are

shown in Figure 4. All of them show the superiority of our

design.

Table 2. Quantitative ablation studies on inpainting network.
DepInw/oV G DepInw/oPBP Ours

L1

Ω
0.0717 0.0574 0.0470

PSNR 22.15 23.12 24.73

SSIM 0.910 0.926 0.930

On View Path Planning Without using DQN for path

planning, there exists a straightforward way to do comple-

tion: we can uniformly sample a fixed number of views

from C and directly perform depth implanting on them.

In this uniform manner, two methods with two different

numbers of views (5 and 10 are selected) are evaluated.

We denote them as U5 and U10. The results of CD and

Cr(P, PGT ) using these two methods and ours are reported

in Tab 1. As seen, increasing the uniform sampled views

causes accuracy reducing. This might be because of the in-

creased accumulated errors. Using DQN greatly improves

the accuracy, which validates the importance of a better

view path. And all of them give rise to similar complete-

ness. In addition, we also train a new DQN with only the re-

ward Racc
i , denoted as DQNw/o−hole, which chooses seven

view points on average since it tends to pick views with

small holes for higher Racc
i . The results in Tab 1 verify
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Figure 6. Comparisons on the variants of view path planning. Given different inputs and the referenced groundtruth, we show the comple-

tion results of four different approaches, with the corresponding point cloud error maps below.

the efficiency of the reward Rhole
i . Visual comparison re-

sults on some sampled scenes are shown in Figure 6, where

our proposed model results in much better appearances than

others.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose the first surface-generated ap-

proach for 3D scene completion from a single depth image.

The missing 3D points are inferred by conducting comple-

tion on multi-view depth maps. To guarantee a more accu-

rate and consistent output, a volume-guided view inpiant-

ing network is proposed. In addition, a deep reinforcement

learning framework is devised to seek the optimal view path

to contribute the best result in accuracy. The experiments

demonstrate that our model is the best choice and signif-

icantly outperforms existing methods. There are three re-

search directions worth further exploration in the future: 1)

how to make use of the texture information from the input

RGBD images to achieve more accurate depth inpainting;

2) how to do texture completion together with the depth in-

painting, to output a complete textured 3D scene; 3) how to

guarantee a watertight completion.
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